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32nd Wildwood International Kite Festival
By Mike Dallmer with help from Cel Dallmer
Wow. What a blast! 4 days of activities and kite flying.

Friday started off with the official opening of the beach with all kinds of dignitaries and a
slightly flooded beach. Cel and I spent most of Thursday and Friday preparing to feed the
masses at the Friday Night Social.
The Friday Night Social was again a rousing success with
South Jersey Kite Flyers feeding 69 kite flyers. . Helping Cel
with rounding out the menu was Ben Huggett's Grandmom's
baked beans, Don and Mike 3 meat salads (I heard nothing but
raves about the chopped liver), Angelo's salsa and chips, Barbara Birmann's cheesecake
brownies dessert, Joe Grumpy's brownies mint and chocolate , Evelyn Rossback’s lemon
cake, Cinda's pineapple upside down cake, bread pudding from Larry and Nancy Krablin.
I’m sure I forgot at least one donation, we are sorry but thing were hectic. Helping serve
were Jackie Lamoureux, Hank, Cinda and Kevin. Running his butt all over was Mike Jr
filling in wherever needed along with our grandson Marc doing the same.
Saturday was a bit gloomy but that didn't stop kite flyers from decorating the sky with all
kinds of kites and creatures. The day was cut short for the Dallmer's as we were committed to
setting up and running the auction. At one point I looked out the window around 3, I think, and saw a downpour so it
wasn't only us whose flying day was cut short. The Auction was in a new location and we were a bit concerned about this
but it worked out well. Mike Jr, as usual was in charge of electronics, Cel was keying in items and distributing bidder
numbers and Marc along with Rick Mingeram ran the Silent auction. Also I’d like to thank Jeff King and Dennis Hawley
for being the Vanna Whites of the Auction. It was also great to work again with Roger Chewning and Ron Gibian, the
auctioneers. I need to add that Marc has really taken to this job and is
doing it well. Mike, he just did his usual.
Sunday kite flying was our day to fly and man was it the most
awesome day of the weekend, sunshine and steady winds till about 3.
The kite flyers that were there however put on one of the best shows I
have seen in a while with the
Festival Field filled with all
kinds and sizes of kites. I am
not going to try to name all
SJKF who there but there
were a lot of us, thanks…
Monday indoor was perfect timing as the fields were again flooded, as a matter of
fact, where the sales tent was there was about a foot of water. The indoor I always
find very sensual and this year was no exception. The highlight for me was James
“Fletch” Fletcher at the end of his routine taking off his shirt and having a tribute to Rich Comas on it along with “F
Cancer”, I have no more words….

2006 AKA Affiliate Kite Club of the Year
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I’m still waiting for information on who won the Scott E Spencer Kite Making Awards but I think the winners of the
money were Donna Taylor won from the Judges with her airplane and Phil Broder won with his Carl Robertshaw designed
the ice crystal.
Mike Jr and Marc Gorski (Eldest Grandson) stepped up to fill in some of the void left by my back and health, you guys
made us look good, thanks!
Finally, I would really like to thank Cel, for all the hard work making the entire weekend a success especially all the
behind the scenes work she does in making the Friday Night Social the success it is, she spends countless hours planning,
shopping, cooking, prepping food and putting up with me.

The First Annual Sky Arts Kite Festival
By Charles Stewart
It has been a while since there was an organized kite festival at Liberty State
Park in Jersey City, NJ. With the Sky Arts event Kurtis Jones and his Wind
Wolves are looking to change that. Flying kites at Liberty State Park is nothing
new to Kurtis and members of the old Liberty High Spirits of 14B kite group.
Many of the original High Spirits were on hand to help Kurtis kick off what we
all hope will be a long and
success event. Tony Jetland
came from California with a
Rolf Zimmerman Dragon, a
Trilobite or two helping full the
sky. Thanks to Gary Engvall we had beautiful roped off fields to fly on.
Gary had his usual array of large kites in the air. Michael Nivens from New
York City had a pair of large flow forms in the wind with one hundred foot
tube tails, impressive. The Rev Riders and other four line pro's did demo's
to entertain the crowds. Thanks to good winds there were plenty of two
line fliers showing off their skills as well. Dennis Smith was his usual self
at the microphone. Kurtis
Jones filled in well. Charles
Stewart tried out a 40 meter
Snake kite. It was fresh out of
the bag. It did not embarrass
him. It flew like a Snake,
wiggling around in the air. At
this event I saw a Fighter kite
flyer use a line drum. He flew
the kite by running line on
and off the line drum. The
line drum was shaped like a
wide wheel and had a hand
hold on one side. The hand
hold was mounted on ball
bearings. Maybe I'll start
practicing, then maybe
not. We all look forward to
next year and a bigger and
better Kiting event.
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Presidential Ponderings and Duck Droppings
By Mike Dallmer
Hello Fellow Kite Flyers, I hope we are done with this damp, dreary Spring and getting ready to enjoy some
beautiful weather.
We have been real busy going to events and flying kites, you have had many choices. Coming up we have the
Chester County Balloon Festival which you needed to tell me if you were coming or pay at the door, helping with the
10th Anniversary Elliot’s Legacy Kite Fly for Lung Cancer and our SJKF Meeting and 2nd Annual Back to the Fort
Kite Fly and BBQ at Fort Mott. For a complete list of events along with more details, please see the calendar in the
back of this newsletter.
We have had a few events cancel for one reason or another and this is a little
frustrating as there is a lot of work that goes into planning before you even know
about them. I’m sorry this has happened but I have had nothing to do with these
canceling.
SJKF is doing ok thanks to a few kite builds and your
continued support. Right now we have 75 members
and $5,766.39, good but not fantastic but hopefully
that will change after Wildwood and a few more kite
builds.
Plans are already being made for SJKF’s 23nd
Anniversary Bash with donations already from
Kevin Bayless (Rokkaku) and Water Corsetti (Kite
Stakes)
Finally, thank you, thank you, and thank you!! For being a SJKF Member and making my job fulfilling by leading a
great bunch of people.
Good winds…Mike

AKA Region 2 has a Regional Director, thanks Kurtis Jones for
volunteering for this very important
position on the AKA Board. I would
also like to thank outgoing RD, Don
Mc Gee…
Look for Kurtis on the flying field
either behind the microphone, with
Wind Wolves or Flying a kite.

Slipping Patterns?
By Mike Dallmer
Patterns slipping around on that ripstop you are trying to hot cut?
I recently got Cork Duck Tape from Amazon and put it on the backs of my patterns and it
totally stopped the slipping and sliding around.
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Passing wind Debra, Trip, Debbie and Tim,
invited to
International Kite Festival in Canada
By Brigitte Bussières
Saint-Honoré dans l’Vent, an International Kite Festival in Quebec Canada, is proud to welcome Passing wind kite flyers:
Debbie and Tim Allen, from Toms River, and Debra and Trip Bowlby from Hackettstown, New Jersey for their first time at the
event. «With the good
recommendations of Mike Dallmer and
their great collection of Rolf
Zimmermann’s kites who will attend
the event this year, it was a natural
decision to invite them aboard! » says
Brigitte Bussières, the organizer of the
event, «We’re happy to see that they
are so enthusiastic to come to SaintHonoré, their presence will be a nice
addition to our sky! »
Saint-Honoré is a small town of about 6000 people, close to the city of Saguenay and 200 km North of Quebec City. The region
of the Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean is the most francophone region of North America. What used to be a small event when it started
in 1995 has grown to be the biggest Kite Festival in the province of Quebec, Canada. The festival will take place from June 16th
to 18th, and will welcome more than 120 kite flyers: some locals, others from the provinces of Quebec, Ontario and New
Brunswick, Canada, as well as guests from the United States, Italy, England and
Germany. Saint-Honoré dans l’Vent Kite Festival welcomes annually around 20 000
visitors, who come to see the magnificence of kite flying in the blue skies of SaintHonoré.
Saint-Honoré dans l’Vent Kite Festival takes place on a live airport and offers a wide
range of activities for the whole family, including kite demonstrations, kite building
workshops, kid’s shows and activities,
evening shows, fireworks and many
activities that both children and adults will
love. This year's edition will be even more
special since they are celebrating the 75th
anniversary of the airport. The aviation
zone will be enhanced, offering an
exhibition about the history of the airport,
airplane and helicopter rides, and special
activities such as Virtual Reality experiences and high jumps into a BIGAIRBAG!
Saint-Honoré dans l’Vent is famous for the originality of their great Night Fly. This
year’s theme «Heroes of the sky» will be a tribute to aviation, with more than 100
000 Watts of sound and light.
All in all, Saint-Honoré dans l’Vent is the largest and most beautiful Kite Festival
in Quebec and with the quality of the guests at this year’s event, it should be a great
success!
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“Let the Season Begin!!”
MIKE/MASC - April 28-30 2017 -Ocean City, Maryland
BY Nancy Krablin
Friday, the sky was full of color when Larry and Nancy drove across the causeway and
up Atlantic Avenue toward the Kite Loft, annual sponsor of the first major east coast
festival every year. This was a day of winds kiters crave, those perfect 7-12 mph up
the beach from the south! We wished we had hit the road before sunrise to enjoy more
time flying! Larry’s Christmas Caterpillar and Trilobite were soon adding to the color
in the skies and I had time to play with “Abigail”, our mid vent Rev that is named,
with parental permission, for the granddaughter
who arrived the same day as the triangle box!
Saturday morning, however, the winds were
squirrelly, gusting over the high rises and
dying… lots of nylon dead on the beach at noon.
“Board walkers” were asking where are the
kites? Somehow the reality that there was no air
moving had not registered.. Kites do need wind
to stay aloft, though many diehard fliers did try! Competitions were postponed, as even the most skilled of flyers
requires a minimal velocity to keep nylon aloft.
Many, many familiar faces were on the beach, but “the gang was ALL here” when Cel, Mike and Mike Jr. arrived!
Shortly after Dallmers had planted the last Duck by their shelter, the winds shifted almost 180 Degrees, found the
beach and the kites that were DOA began to rise one after another. The SLK’s required a lot of attention, but the
afternoon produced a colorful sky for
passersby.
Though the winds were a bit
challenging, both Larry’s 8’Rokkuki,
Circles and mine, HOPE got into the
sky. Mine needed major tuning, so I
hiked quarter mile up the beach and
returned with Rok expert, Gary
Engvall. He spent over an hour
teaching and helping us make her fly
reasonably… and sent home with instructions to re-bridle with 500 lb. line! By
the end of the afternoon, I have very good advice should I ever decide to
construct another huge Rokkaku!
The auction had several kites from Rich Comras’ … collection, much coveted
and bid accordingly!
Will Smoot was on the beach for a night fly. We assisted him in getting two
rigs in the air. When both were reeled in, he asked if we intended to go to
WIKF and invited us to take one of these to share there. It had been gifted to
him by … pass the love along.
On Sunday there was lots of moisture and no air to move it out to sea
until about noon. The upper stories of hotels were in fog! After a
leisurely lunch, the wind moved and came from the north around 1:30
p.m. Buildings became clear and kites popped up from every shelter on
the beach. At 2:30, there was a 180 degree shift from north to south!
Fortunately, all kites had “baby sitters” and no one was swept off the
sands by rotating kites!
We arrived in Ocean City with 5 kites we had not flown. Larry had a
Sting from MKS, a Tyro from UMAKE, and an 8 foot Rokkaku,
“Circles”. Nancy had an 8’ Broder Ice Crystal from UMAKE, and her
HOPE kite. All were “christened” and brought home some Ocean City sand to take to Wildwood Memorial Day.
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2017 Retrospective- Our First Wildwood International
Kite Festival
By Nancy Krablin
In Larry and I registered for our first Wildwood Festival. It was the last year the Rio hosted… no tears there! As an upstate New
Yorker, I was introduced to the Jersey shore tradition of staying in the same room of the same motel as an annual rite of summer.
I was amazed at the number of kiters and astounded to overhear conversations among MEN about the finer points of needle
selection, tension adjustment, specific brands of….. sewing machines prior to the SJKF Buffet! Why were MEN discussing
sewing machines? How naïve I was about the world of kiting!
We were fortunate to happen into a workshop Joel Brown was giving at the Convention Center on scoring kite competitions…
What?? Having spent the week 24/5 at camp with 7th graders, I crept to the back of the room and slept on a table, but Larry
engaged kiters in conversation and we were invited to join Joel and Deb, and Alice and Marc for dinner, the first of many, at
Little Italy. (We later discovered that this quad competed in team train ballet, among the many things that awed and amazed us
that fateful weekend!) As many kiting conversations begin… “What do you fly?” Not much and not well, actually. Our
“problem” was readily diagnosed. “Invest in a bigger kite that is easier to fly.” The Kite Loft had a shop on the beach. Jay sold
us a Prism Quantum… and the rest is history!
Registering for the festival was a bit of a whim. Our
experiences were in a “whole new world”, I suppose I might say
serendipitous in retrospect! The people were warm and
welcoming, the weather was perfect, the skills we sawneophytes that we were- absolutely amazing. We sat on the
bleachers placed next to the competition fields, enjoyed Dennis
Smith’s sonorous voice and engaging commentary, oohed and
aahed as skills we did not know existed were displayed for the
enjoyment of all.
Being so convenient to the annual camping trip from school at
Cape Henlopen, we returned and became more and more drawn
into the kiting world.
Editor’s note: The Rio was torn down is 2006 as far as I can tell

Smelly Ripstop
From Thom Mc Adams
While cleaning out some old kite stuff I found some fabric and got tired of the smell so I looked it up and found this. Turns out
the coating is breaking down and that is what causes the smell

-How to Remove PU Odors from Tents or other nylon
Mold and mildew aren’t always the culprits with foul-smelling tents. Many times tents stink because the polyurethane coating
which is applied to the underside of the tent fly or inside of the tent floor is beginning to break down. Many people may notice a
vomit smell in the tent or liken it to urine. It is actually a chemical reaction caused by the breakdown of urethane.
To treat these types of odors, we recommend the following:
Ideally, you will need to remove the failing PU coating to put a stop to the bad smells.
Begin by filling a tub or container with enough warm water to submerge the item. Add about 5 drops of liquid soap.
Submerge the tent and soak for 2-3 hours. Remove the tent from the bath and gently scrub the polyurethane coating (typically
applied to the underside of tent flies and the top side of tent floors) with a mixture of isopropyl alcohol, water and a couple of
drops of soap. Keep a dish towel nearby to soak up excessive residue.
Once you’ve removed the old coating, you can apply a new PU coating using Tent Sure™. Apply a thin film of Tent Sure onto
the tent floor (inside) or tent fly (underside). Allow 24 hours to dry.
Once dry sprinkle with baby or talcum powder to alleviate any initial tackiness
Or you can just throw it out.
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West Vincent Twp Kite Fly
By Cliff Quinn
Chris May was helping Cliff Quinn
conducting the first of hopefully many
kite making activities at the West
Vincent Twp Pa. Community Day
event. Weather was overcast but the
wind was fine. Lots of children had
smiles ear to ear flying their 2 foot
diamond kites. They were so proud of
the pictures they drew on the sails and
then were thrilled seeing them high up
in the sky. One mother said this was the
first kite they ever had that actually flew.

Short Reports
By Charles Stewart

Kites at Davenport Park
Saturday May 20th I went to the kite event put on every year by the New
Rochelle, NY dept of parks. It is held in Davenport Park. This park is right
on long Island sound and when the wind is off the water kite flying is very
good indeed. Billy E. & Lucio P. came all the way from the Kites in Motion
kite club in Coney Island, Brooklyn. They put up three lifters and loaded
them with lots of line laundry. The City had bought several cases of kites to
give away. Free kites. One case of Eddy Diamond kites did not come with
tails. Eddy Diamonds will fly without tails, up to a point. The wind was past
that point. I happened to have five rolls of flagging tape in one of my bags. It
was quickly put to good use. Another case of Diamond kites needed the two
point bridle attached. Those Kites where they give you a piece of string with a plastic ring already tied on it You
need to tie the short end of the string to the top of the kite and the long end to the bottom. The volunteers handing out
kites were not kiters and were clueless as how to assemble the kites. I quickly trained a few volunteer to assemble the
kites. A few people tried to do it themselves. I think these were the kites I rescued the trash cans later. With all the
problems there were lots of kites in the air. I had a great time doing what I like best, helping others enjoy kites.

PS 132 PTA Kite Festival
I helped start this kite festival over ten years ago. It is now in its third location. River Bank Park in the Williamsburg
section of Brooklyn. It is a fund raiser for the school’s PTA. The PTA has gone from buying kites from "Lets Fly
Kites" to making their own Kites and now back to buying them again. I helped them pick a variety of kites that could
be colored or flown as is. The Butterflies and the Owls were popular for coloring with the children. The PTA had
bought lots of flagging tape so tails were added whenever the Kites asked for them. The public bought credits that
allowed them to buy kites, food, and rides. The park only allows kites that are Biodegradable to be flown. The kites
sold by the PTA were biodegradable. I must say nobody was walking around checking kites. As the guest flier I was
allowed to fly "regular" Kites. I put up and staked out a Large Smiley face kite and then took a 40 meter Snake kite
out of the bag. A first time flyer, it did not embarrass me and flew very well. It looked quite impressive in the air. I
could not fly to many kites as the field was full of kids and parents having a great time enjoying my favorite hobby
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The Birth of Frankengecko
By Dr Frandenkiterepairer

I was recently asked if I could repair a kite that
somehow got wrapped around a telephone pole
with a pilot and another Peter Lynn Gecko still
attached and totally powered up. From what I
have been told, names are not important, the
police and electric company had to be called to
safely remove the kite from the pole. Needless to
say this left the kite with many tears, friction
burns and torn bridle attachment and bridles.
My first thoughts were buy a new kite, it was
that bad, but it was explained to me that this kite
was really special and meant a lot to the owners.
I reluctantly said I would repair the kite but I
wanted total artistic license in the repair. The
owner agreed but also understood there were a
few projects before him.
After much delay (No Ben, not as much as Jack Benny) work was begun and after
2 days and 10 hours of labor Frankengecko was born and held air. There were only 3 places that needed fabric added and most of
the rest were repaired by Polyester Insignia cloth cut in either blood droplets of different sizes or Frankenstein type stitches,
therefore the new name. It also needed 3 manicures as the toes were ripped. Pictures were sent to the owner during repair and he
was very happy with the progress.

Dr Frandenkiterepairer and the misses took the kite outside and inflated Frankengecko to see if it would hold air, see if any more
repairs were needed and to figure out the bridle. It held air and after untangling the mess of a bridle, all lines were reattached to
the replaced attachment points and the bridle was properly braded.
Delivery happened at Wildwood and the owners were pleasantly surprised and after seeing the addition to the tail, I think I saw a
few tears in their eyes.
All I can say is, “IT’S ALIVE!!!!” Editor’s note: The owners wish to remain anonymous
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Dallmer Ducks at the Smithsonian

The ducks at national Air and Space Museum are Barbara Birnman’s, the ducks at Blossom
Festival are Barbara’s, Melissa’s, and Fletch’s

Hello Fellow Kite Flyers, how would you like to join the American Kite Flyers Association? Never been a member?
Haven’t been a member for 3 years? I can help you with a special deal of 50% off the regular $40.00 membership fee. That
is right, for a measly $20 I can get you a membership in the AKA! Contact Mike Dallmer and I’ll tell you how. This is only
open to the first 10 takers so act soon or the deal will be gone!! This is especially timely since the AKA is celebrating 40
years of existence in Ocean City , MD this year and you must be a member to attend.
This is only open to those who have never been an AKA Member or one whose membership has been expired for 3 years
or more
Good winds… Mike
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Calendar of Events for SJKF
6/17/17 – 6/18/17 2017 Old Dominion Sport Kite
Championships, contact Frazer Worley (919) 342-4944 or
fworley@gmail.com (tentative)
6/18/17 Father’s Day
6/24/17 Chester County Balloon Festival. Kite Flying between
Noon and 3 pm with the possibility of going back up at 6pm if the
balloons cannot fly. Location is New Garden Flying Field is
located at 1235 Newark Road, Toughkenamon, PA
7/6/17 (Thursday) Logan Branch Library Kite
Build, 30 Kites, Time starts at 2pm, Location: 498
Beckett Road, Logan Township, NJ 08085 Contact
mikedallmer@verizon.net or 215-722-4092 or Heather
Marquette 856-803-5096 hmarquette@gcls.org

10/22/17 (Sunday) 4nd Annual Belmar Kite Festival, parking
will be provided. The flying area is on the beach at Second and
Third Avenue. Time is 11 a.m. – 4 p.m, get there around 10 am for
setup. Contact is Saltwater Inn (732) 681-1047
SaltwaterInn@gmail.com or Mike Dallmer
mikedallmer@verizon.net 215-722-4092
11/5/17 (Sunday) The 32nd Olan and Bernice Turner
International Invitational Open
Peanut Butter Cookie Kite Fly and
Bake Off, will be held on the
Boardwalk in Seaside Park, NJ. Contact
Cel cdallmer@verizon.net or Mike
Dallmer mikedallmer@verizon.net 215722-4092

7/9/17 (Sunday) 10th Anniversary Elliot’s Legacy
Kite Fly for Lung Cancer, Location: 1 Jerome
Avenue, Deal, NJ 07723, time is 4pm – 7pm for more
information contact Mike Dallmer
mikedallmer@verizon.net or 215-722-4092

11/15/17 Deadline for submissions of
article for next issue of WindWriters.
Send to Mike Dallmer
mikedallmer@verizon.net 306
Friendship St., Phila., Pa 19111

7/15/17 Deadline for submissions of article for next
issue of WindWriters. Send to Mike Dallmer
mikedallmer@verizon.net 306 Friendship St., Phila.,
Pa 19111

11/19/17 (3rd Sunday) SJKF Meeting,
1 pm, Gloucester County Library,
Mullica Hill, NJ, meeting Room A.
Contact Mike Dallmer for more
information mikedallmer@verizon.net
or 215-722-4092

7/16/17 SJKF Meeting and 2nd Annual Back to the
Fort Kite Fly and BBQ, time is from 10am till 4 pm,
location Fort Mott State Park, 454 Fort Mott Rd,
Pennsville, New Jersey 08070 For more information
contact Mike Dallmer at mikedallmer@verizon.net , food
cdallmer@verizon.net same phone number.
9/15/17 Deadline for submissions of article for
next issue of WindWriters. Send to Mike
Dallmer mikedallmer@verizon.net 306
Friendship St., Phila., Pa 19111
9/17/17 (3rd Sunday) SJKF Meeting, 1 pm,
Gloucester County Library, Mullica Hill, NJ,
Meeting Room A. Contact Mike Dallmer for
more information mikedallmer@verizon.net or
215-722-4092
9/21/17 – 9/24/17 Sunfest Kite Festival, Ocean
City, MD for more information contact the Kite Loft at 410-2897855 or jay@kiteloft.com
10/1/17 (1st Sunday) SJKF 23nd Anniversary Bash At the
Dallmer Household, 306 Friendship St, Phila, Pa 19111.
Festivities with start around noon, kiteflyers time. There will be
plenty of food and our fabulous once a year SJKF auction.
10/6/2017 -10/9/2017 3nd Annual Long Beach Island Kite
Festival
10/9/17 – 10/14/17 40th Annual American Kite Flyers
Convention, Ocean City, MD

12/3/17 SJKF’s Annual Holiday
Party, Randi’s Restaurant and Bar,
from noon till 3 pm. Location, Grant Plaza II, 1619 Grant Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19115,
phone: (215) 677-7723
Contact Cel Dallmer
cdallmer@verizon.net or 215722-4092 Same place as the
last few years.
10/14/18 (Sunday) 5th Annual
Belmar Kite Festival, parking
will be provided. The flying
area is on the beach at Second
and Third Avenue. Time is 11
a.m. – 4 p.m, get there around
10 am for setup. Contact is
Saltwater Inn (732) 681-1047 SaltwaterInn@gmail.com or Mike
Dallmer mikedallmer@verizon.net 215-722-4092
Visit www.easternleague.net for more information on Eastern
League Events
President’s Note: Though these dates are accurate at time of
printing it is best to check with the contact to make sure the
proper dates are listed.
Got an event that you want listed, send it: Mike Dallmer
mikedallmer@verizon.net 306 Friendship St., Phila., Pa 19111
Duck photo is Barbara Birnman Winning Dallmer Duck Collection
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SJKF MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Help us get to know you! Fill in the form below. Return this application along with your check payable
to SJKF and you’re in! Welcome to the club!
Name __________________________________________
Return to:
Address:________________________________________
South Jersey Kite Flyers
City: ___________________________ST:__________ZIP:____________
C/O Mike Dallmer
Phone(H):____________________(W)____________________________
306 Friendship St
E-Mail Address:______________________________________________
Phila., Pa 19111
New member:_____________________ Renewal___________________
http://sjkf.webs.com/
Membership Type: Individual ________Family ___________
(For family memberships, list additional names below. Circle name if under 10 years old)
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Favorite Kite(s):___________________________________ Signature:_________________________________Date:____________:
Individual Membership:
Family membership:
10-1 till 12-31 is $15
10-1 till 12-31 is $20.00
Renew date is 10-1 of each year
1-1 till 3-31 is $11.25
1-1 till 3-31 is $15.00
4-1 till 6-30 is $7.50
4-1 till 6-30 is $10.00
7-1 till 9-30 is $3.75
7-1 till 9-30 is $5.00

==========================================================================================

Quacks Facks
Inspired by Russ Mozier, written by Mike Dallmer

Here’s looking at you
From Charles Bojarski

What the Duck eat bacon when pigs fly
From Joyce King

A spy!!
From Billy Gaskill

Help Quack Facks out, do you have a Dallmer Duck Banner? If so where was it displayed?
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